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A fresh take on weeknight cooking from The Splendid Table's Lynne Rossetto Kasper and Sally
SwiftAs loyal listeners know, Lynne and Sally share an unrelenting curiosity about everything to
do with food. Their show, The Splendid Table, looks at the role food plays in our lives—inspiring
us, making us laugh, nourishing us, and opening us up to the world around us. Now they have
compiled all the most trenchant tips, never-fail recipes, and everyday culinary know-how from
the program in How to Eat Supper, a kitchen companion unlike any other.This is no mere
cookbook. Like the show, this book goes far beyond the recipe, introducing the people and
stories that are shaping America’s changing sense of food. We don’ t eat, shop, or cook as we
used to. Our relationship with food has intensified, become more controversial, richer, more
pleasurable, and sometimes more puzzling. How to Eat Supper gives voice to rarely heard
perspectives on food—from the quirky to the political, from the grassroots to the scholarly, from
the highbrow to the humble—and shows the essential role breaking bread together plays in our
world.How to Eat Supper takes you through a plethora of inviting recipes simple enough to
ensure success even if you’ve never cooked before. And if you are experienced in the kitchen,
you’ ll find challenging new concepts and dishes to spark your imagination.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. A joint effort between Kasper, public radio host of The
Splendid Table, and her producer and fellow foodie, Swift, this superb book should grace the
shelves of even the most infrequent of cooks. Full of tantalizing, fast and easy-to-assemble
meals, this collection also focuses on the ideas behind the techniques: what to look for as the
food cooks, what kind of pot ensures success, and where substitutions will work. Helpful
information such as why buying imported Italian pasta and why salting pasta water are important
help the less experienced extract flavor from basic ingredients. Recipes center on quick and
nutritious dinner options, including Dressing-in-a-Bowl Supper Salad, North Shore Shrimp
Scampi, and Lamb Chops with Crossover Spice Crust. The authors also provide valuable
references such as a tasting guide to salad greens, advice for imparting flavor to frozen shrimp
and suggestions for using pasta water in sauces. Given the show's popularity, the accessibility of
the recipes and the authors' practical and useful advice, this excellent book is sure to become a
kitchen staple. (Apr.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.About the AuthorLYNNE ROSSETTO KASPER, host and cocreator of The
Splendid Table radio program, has explored food for more than forty years as a teacher,
researcher, writer, and lecturer. Author of The Splendid Table, winner of both the James Bead
and Julia Child/IACP Cookbook of the Year awards, she also wrote The Italian Country Table
and coauthored The Splendid Table's How to Eat Supper with Sally Swift. Lynne is a member of
Who's Who of Food and Beverage in America and a longtime advocate of organic and



sustainable foods. She and Sally have worked together for nearly twenty years and still get a kick
out of each other.SALLY SWIFT is the managing producer and cocreator of The Splendid Table
radio program and coauthor of The Splendid Table's How to Eat Supper. She is an avid
gardener, bicyclist, and public radio aficionado. After nearly two decades of working with Lynne,
her only complaint is that they rarely have time for a real lunch.
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Copyright © 2008 by American Public MediaAll rights reserved.Published in the United States
by Clarkson Potter/Publishers, an imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, a division of Random
House, Inc., New York.Clarkson N. Potter is a trademark and Potter and colophon are registered
trademarks of Random House, Inc.Design by Wayne Wolf / Blue Cup DesignPhotographs by
Mette Nielsen/Tony Kubat PhotographyGrateful acknowledgment is made to the following for
permission to reprint previously published material:Carl Fischer, LLC: Excerpt from “Hunger” by
Peter Schickele, copyright © 1985 by Elkan-Vogel, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Theodore
Presser Company. International copyright secured. All rights reserved including performing
rights. Reprinted by permission of Carl Fischer, LLC.Alfred A. Knopf: “Sugared Raspberries” from
The Gift of Southern Cooking by Edna Lewis and Scott Peacock with David Nussbaum,
copyright © 2003 by Edna Lewis and Scott Peacock. Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
Knopf, a division of Random House, Inc.McClelland & Stewart Ltd.: “Lettuce” and “Cauliflower”
from The Blue Hour of the Day by Lorna Crozier, copyright © 2007 by Lorna Crozier. Reprinted
by permission of McClelland & Stewart Ltd.William Morrow: “Crisp Brick-Fried Chicken with
Rosemary and Whole Garlic Cloves” from The Improvisational Cook by Sally Schneider,
copyright © 2006 by Sally Schneider. Reprinted by permission of William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollins Publishers.Scribner: “Tarragon Chicken Breasts” from The Herbfarm Cookbook by
Jerry Traunfeld, copyright © 2000 by Jerry Traunfeld. All rights reserved. Reprinted by
permission of Scribner, an imprint of Simon & Schuster Adult Publishing Group.Jane and
Michael Stern: “Mama Lo’s Broccoli Casserole” from Blue Plate Special & Blue Ribbon Chefs by
Jane and Michael Stern (Lebhar-Friedman Books, 2001). Reprinted by permission of Jane and
Michael Stern.v3.1_r1This book is for Frank, who still makes me laugh at myself, and for Sally,
for being the whirlwind and bright light I’ve come to hold dear.—LRKFor Tom, Ollie, and Lucy;
there is no one I love to feed more, and for Lynne, my generous partner in crime.—SSAnd
especially for our listeners who continue to teach us so much.IntroductionEssential
EquipmentMENUSSALADSSOUPSEGGS AND SMALL PLATESVEGETABLE MAIN
EVENTSPASTAMAIN DISHESSIDESSWEETSAcknowledgmentsIndexIntroductionThe world is
divided into two kinds of people: those who wake up thinking about what they’re going to eat for
supper, and those who don’t. We are decidedly in the former camp; in fact, we wake up thinking
about what we are going to cook for supper.This book is more than recipes.When we declare
How to Eat Supper, we intend two things. Of course we will provide recipes and cooking
techniques that we hope will make the process more enjoyable. But this book is also a look at
the world that surrounds the food that shows up on our plates.We Americans don’t eat, shop, or
cook the way we used to. Our relationship with food has intensified, become more controversial,
richer, more pleasurable, and more puzzling. The American food psyche is flourishing, and we’re
placing more value on food and its influences than ever before. To have a respectable cultural IQ
these days, you must have some nimbleness with the language of food—even if you never



cook.How to Eat Supper is about those values, and about the discoveries we’ve made over the
years on our public radio program, The Splendid Table®.We do a national show about food, and
while cooking is part of it, believe it or not, it is a relatively small one. Since 1995 The Splendid
Table has taken radio audiences far beyond the recipe. We hope we’ve given voice to the
dimensions of food rarely heard in media—from the quirky to the political, from the grassroots to
the scholarly, from the high to the humble. And yes, we talk to cooks, too.An experiment that
yielded surprising results was the birthplace of this book. We and our associate, Judy Graham,
wondered if listeners would find value in receiving a free e-newsletter each week with a tested
work-night recipe. With hordes of recipes everywhere, we wondered if the idea would fly. We
launched Weeknight Kitchen in December 2002, and if subscribers had actually shown up on
our doorstep, the line would have stretched to the next county. Our collective curiosity is
insatiable, and Weeknight Kitchen is still going strong, as the dishes between these covers
attest.You will hear two voices in these pages: that of Sally Swift, the show’s producer and my
partner in its creation, and mine. Sally cooks for necessity and pleasure; she has two children
and a husband who travels, and she works long hours. Real-world work-night food is in her DNA.
You should know, too, that Sally is the kind of person who gets up before the kids on Christmas
morning so she can start hand-grinding her own Mexican mole sauce.Long hours are part of my
life and I cook nearly every night for my husband, both for play and as therapy. Walking into that
kitchen closes the door on any of the day’s downsides. Most nights my cooking is fast and
simple. That said, I have been accused of putting many recipes into print that begin “On day one
…”Although my other books have focused on Italy, for much of my life I’ve cooked from around
the world with a special affection for the flavors of India, the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia.
In fact, years ago in New York City I started out teaching Chinese cooking classes. Curiosity
about how foods link from culture to culture drives my work. Sally shares that affection for and
curiosity about those flavors and cultures, and consequently they show up in many of the recipes
here.Nowhere is it written that everyone should cook. Our judgment about what constitutes
supper has changed. It can be take-out chicken with chutney and fresh herbs rolled up in lettuce
leaves, a slice of bread spread with fresh cheese heaped with radishes eaten off a napkin at
your laptop, or a salad piled high with the five-a-day you missed at lunch. But supper can also be
a homemade oven roast of tandoori-spiced vegetables or a bowl of Cuban black bean soup. For
the times when you do want to cook, the food in this book will serve you well.The recipes in this
book are hand-holders, built on the idea that if you’ve never seen the dish before, you need to
know the details of how to cook it—the ideas behind the techniques, what to look for as the food
cooks, what kind of pot ensures success, and where substitutions would work. We tell you how
long it takes to get the food to the table, and how long it will keep.All cooking breaks down into
logical systems. Cooks call them techniques. Once you learn the technique, the possibilities are
legion. Many of our recipes have variations; they start with the same technique you learn in the
master recipe and then show you how to vary the theme with new ingredients to wind up with a
whole new dish.Politics drives a lot of what you’ll find in our refrigerators and on these pages. We



feel strongly about local, sustainable, and organic food. We are apt to change a dinner menu to
pasta if organic chicken isn’t to be had. This philosophy doesn’t come solely from concerns over
our well-being. It is larger than that. It is about ecology, the survival of rural life, and values.Over
the years we have met via our radio show some incredible people who have had a great
influence, sometimes in unusual ways, on the world of food. Their thoughts, stories, and ideas
are peppered throughout these pages, along with often unexpected stories behind the dishes.
It’s a reminder of how much more there is to food than simply lifting your fork to your mouth.We
hope you’ll find as much pleasure in these pages as we have had in creating them for you and
hope that you sit down to supper more often than not.Curiously, never have we -Americans
worried more about eating for health, nor have we ever left so much of the cooking to entities
that could care less.—AnonymousSupporting local, organic, and sustainable growers and
producers isn’t solely about us and our own well-being. It is about the large view—the
environment, the community, the ethical treatment of people and animals, the value of the small
and unique. And it’s about feeding the people you care about as best you can.If at all possible,
please prepare these recipes with organic ingredients. We know that the sticker from the USDA,
“Certified Organic,” is not the perfect solution. But for now, it is one of the better options we have.
In the best of all possible worlds, shop as close to the source as possible. We like handing our
money over to the person who grows the lettuce.We share a theory: If you don’t like to cook, you
should have the very best equipment. Non-cooks usually shortchange themselves in the
equipment department, and that’s a mistake. Having good equipment is like having a bunch of
friends in the kitchen who always pitch in. Sound tools help ensure success and make cooking a
lot easier. If you do like to cook, the best equipment will give you that much-needed leg up.Pots
and PansHow do you know which pots you need or which ones are worth upgrading? Keep an
eye on your kitchen sink. The pots and gadgets you see there all the time are your workhorses,
and they should be of the highest quality you can afford.I favor thick aluminum pots lined with
stainless steel. They should have heat-conducting aluminum all the way up the sides of the pan,
not just a thick disc on its base. Those discs have a nasty habit of giving you a burned ring
around the pan’s edge when you sauté.Be sure to handle a pot before you buy it. Get its feel,
and see if you are comfortable with its weight and balance. When you are tempted by that
gorgeous 12-quart cast-iron casserole, remember it will be filled when you lift it, and most
kitchens are not equipped with cranes.A nonstick coating is handy for cooking eggs and fish, but
these pans are not the all-purpose wonders that manufacturers claim, and they have some
significant drawbacks. The finish is fragile and cannot take high heat. Additionally, a nonstick
surface doesn’t allow that essential flavor-packed brown glaze to develop on the pan’s bottom as
you brown.THESE ARE THE PIECES FOUND MOST OFTEN IN OUR KITCHEN
SINKS:Straight-sided 12-inch sauté pan with lid and ovenproof handles. You’ll find this pan
called for in a majority of our recipes. Straight-sided sauté pans have nearly 30 percent more
cooking surface than slope-sided skillets. Cook for two or eight in this pan. The 12-inch sauté
pan doubles as a roasting pan; it can go straight into the oven.Slope-sided 10-inch nonstick



skillet with lid and ovenproof handles. Use it for scrambling eggs, making frittatas, and fast
sautés for two.One-, 2-, and 4-quart saucepans with lids.Six-quart pot with lid and ovenproof
handles. Boil a pound of pasta, simmer soup for a gang, steam a bunch of broccoli, or bake a
party casserole in this pot.Fourteen-inch wok with domed lid. Chinese cooks do everything in the
wok—quick stir-fries, slow-cooked stews, steamed meals, and even soup. (See How to Buy a
Wok.)Half-sheet or a large jelly-roll pan of thick aluminum with thick rolled edges. This is a
double-duty pan. Upside down, it’s a cookie sheet; right side up, its very low sides and good
heat conduction make it an essential for roasting meats, vegetables, and whole fish, and for
baking bread or pizza and anything that needs heat surrounding the food. Buy the largest pan
your oven can accommodate.Tools and GadgetsKnives. Never buy a knife without handling it,
and be warned: a knife that claims never to need sharpening will remain sharp for only a short
while.Paring knife. You can do most slicing, paring, and even boning with this knife. Have at least
two—a disposable one and a keeper. Look for the ridiculously inexpensive plastic-handled ones
from Japan that are lethally sharp and can go in the dishwasher.The keeper should be about 4
inches long, have the shank of the knife running through the handle, and fit comfortably in your
hand.Six-inch utility/sandwich knife. This is a step up in size from a parer. You’ll find yourself
using it for nearly every task short of chopping.Eight-inch chef’s knife. This is the workhorse.
Make sure it fits your hand and balances well, and buy the very best you can afford. As
mentioned above, you want a knife with the shank of the blade running through the handle.Oven
thermometer. Oven temperatures are almost always off (it’s not your fault your first roast chicken
didn’t come out right—it was the oven). If you tuck an accurate thermometer into your oven, all
will be well. Just check the real temperature and adjust the heat as needed.Instant-reading
thermometer. Know immediately if the fish is done just right or the chop is cooked through by
poking this into the center.Heavy-duty spring-loaded tongs. One long, one short. These are
invaluable for turning, lifting, tossing salads, and for retrieving things from under the
couch.Wooden spatulas. With their wide, flat bases these spatulas can do what a round spoon
can’t. In a stir or two they sweep the bottom of a pan clean or prevent the oatmeal from sticking.
They are so inexpensive that you can put them in the dishwasher and throw them away when
they crack.Scoop-shaped plastic spatulas. We think Rubbermaid has nailed this gadget better
than anyone else to date.Microplane grater with a handle. Depend-ing upon the size, you can
use this to grate anything from a raw rutabaga to nutmeg.Lemon reamer. A classic for juicing
citrus fruits.Pastry scraper. Sweep up piles of chopped vegetables or clean off your countertop
with this handy tool.Pepper mills. One for pepper, the other for whole spices (although nothing
beats a Mexican stone grinder, called a molcajete).Stainless-steel bowls, from smallest to
biggest available. Ideally these have flat bottoms for stability and wide rolled edges for easy
handling. And you can never have too many. Use for mixing, storing, serving, salads, and as a
top of a double boiler (just set the bowl over a saucepan of bubbling water).Large, thick
hardwood cutting board. Get the largest your counter space can accommodate. Use for
everything but meats, fish, and poultry (see below).Small and large white plastic cutting boards.



For meats, fish, and poultry. Clean them in the dishwasher or by hand with bleach.Oversized
stainless-steel colander. It should be big enough to hold a baby. Use this for draining everything
from 2 pounds of pasta to a handful of green beans.Palm-sized rock for crushing and peeling
garlic. (See Sally’s Garlic Rock.)Asian drain strainers. Available in Asian groceries, these are
strainers that fit into the drain of your kitchen sink to catch all the little bits. They actually do the
job better than the stopper that came with your sink.MENUSFLASH CHICKEN SAUTÉ WITH
CIDER AND ALMONDSGarlic-Cauliflower “Mashed Potatoes”SWEET OR DRY CIDERTHE
QUINTESSENTIAL PESTO WITH RISOTTODressing-in-a-Bowl Simple SaladROSEMARY
FIGS WITH HONEYED FRESH CHEESELUXURY SCRAMBLED EGGSDressing-in-a-Bowl
Simple SaladSALLY’S COCONUT MACAROONSFLASH-ROASTED TROUT ON GREEN
HERBSCabbage Slaw with Orange–Pumpkin Seed DressingSAUVIGNON BLANC FROM NEW
ZEALANDHOISIN CHINA NOODLES WITH FOUR FLAVORSLitchi nuts with fresh
pineappleHOT GREEN TEAPROVENÇAL TUNA SALADCountry breadPineapple-Ginger
SorbetCHILLED GLASS OF ROSÉTAMARIND-GLAZED PORK CHOPSCabbage Slaw with
Orange–Pumpkin Seed DressingDARK AND MOIST GINGERBREAD“DRIPPY” MEXICAN
SWEET CORN ON THE COBBig Tomato Sweet-Sour SaladDressing-in-a-Bowl Simple
SaladFRESH PEACHESSOUP OF FRESH GREENS AND ALPHABETSDressing-in-a-Bowl
Supper SaladFRESH GRAPESSWEET ROASTED BUTTERNUT SQUASH AND GREENS
OVER BOW-TIE PASTARibbons of Greens and Green Apple SaladTHE DUKE’S HOT
CHOCOLATECHEATER’S HOMEMADE BROTHSpring Vegetables and White Beans Scented
with Fresh BayEDNA LEWIS’S SUGARED RASPBERRIESWARM WHITE BEAN SALAD WITH
FRAGRANT GARLIC AND ROSEMARYWalnut raisin breadGLASS OF ROUGH RED WINEBIG
TOMATO SWEET-SOUR SALADBlack Pepper–Honey SteakMELTING GREENSGarlic-
Cauliflower “Mashed Potatoes”SALLY’S COCONUT MACAROONSRIBBONS OF GREENS
AND GREEN APPLE SALADLynne’s Retro Garlic BreadPILSNER OR PALE ALEOVEN-
ROASTED CHICKEN CACCIATORAWorking Mother’s BarleyCRACKED NUTS AND DRIED
FIGS WITH A GLASS OF PORTDRESSING-IN-A-BOWL SIMPLE SALADAlmond-Turmeric
PotatoesRUSTIC JAM SHORTBREAD TARTCHEATER’S HOMEMADE BROTHPan-Crisped
Deviled Eggs on French LettucesDARK ROAST COFFEE WITH FARMHOUSE PANNA
COTTASPRING GRILL OF ASPARAGUS AND SCALLION SALADBaked potatoICED GREEN
TEASCANDINAVIAN SPICED MEATBALLS WITH CARAMELIZED APPLESScallion-Dill
PilafSLICED ORANGES WITH HONEYPORK TENDERLOIN PAN ROAST WITH BLACK
OLIVES AND ORANGEThree-Pea TossWorking Mother’s BarleySALLY’S COCONUT
MACAROONSEDAMAME AND SMOKED TOFU SUCCOTASHDumbed-Down RiceFRESH
MANGOSWEET YAMS IN GINGER-STICK CURRYDressing-in-a-Bowl Simple SaladICED
MANGO TEAWINE-BRAISED CARROTS WITH FRIED SAGE LEAVES WITH TURKISH
ALMOND SAUCENo-Cook Whole-Wheat CouscousCLASSIC CHICKEN NOODLE
SOUPCrusty breadDressing-in-a-Bowl Supper SaladLITTLE FRENCH FUDGE
CAKESPLUMPED GINGER-CARAMEL SHRIMPDumbed-Down Rice with fresh basil



leavesEDNA LEWIS’S SUGARED RASPBERRIESTHAI CANTALOUPE SALAD WITH
CHILEGoat cheese plateGLASS OF NORTHWEST RIESLING OR APPLE CIDERMOROCCAN
GREEN BEAN TAGINENo-Cook Whole-Wheat CouscousORANGE WEDGES WITH HONEY
AND ORANGE-FLOWER WATERFARMER’S TORTELLINI IN WINE BROTHLynne’s Retro
Garlic BreadA VELVETY RED WINE LIKE ZINFANDEL OR SANGIOVESEALMOND CHUTNEY
CHICKEN IN LETTUCE ROLL-UPSSticky ricePINEAPPLE-GINGER SORBETMIDNIGHT
ASPARAGUS WITH CREAMY EGGSBoiled red potatoesTHE DUKE’S HOT
CHOCOLATECHEATER’S HOMEMADE BROTHBelgian Beer Bar TartineBELGIAN GUEUZE
BEERSMOTHERED BROCCOLI WITH PEPPER, ONIONS, AND RAISINSGarlic and olive oil–
rubbed bruschettaSLICED PEARS WITH TALEGGIO CHEESECORIANDER-ORANGE-
SCENTED RED LENTIL SOUPPita bread with take-out eggplant pureeROSEMARY FIGS WITH
HONEYED FRESH CHEESEGREEN BEANS WITH LEMON, GARLIC, AND PARMIGIANO
GREMOLATAVintage Bistro MusselsLITTLE FRENCH FUDGE CAKESSIMPLE GARDEN-IN-A-
POT SOUPRustic bread with garlic-herb cheeseTHREE-PEA TOSSWorking Mother’s
BarleyFARMHOUSE PANNA COTTABLACK PEPPER–HONEY STEAKMushroom Ambrosia
with MisoPINEAPPLE-GINGER SORBETVIETNAMESE RICE NOODLE SOUP WITH BEEF
AND FRESH HERBS (PHO)Tropical Fruit Sorbet with mangoALMOND-TURMERIC
POTATOESMelting Greens with Parmigiano-ReggianoRUSTIC JAM SHORTBREAD
TARTRIBBONS OF GREENS AND GREEN APPLE SALADCorn ChowderDARK AND MOIST
GINGERBREADCHEESE-GILDED LINGUINE WITH SMOKY TOMATOESCiabatta
breadFARMHOUSE PANNA COTTACHICKEN CURRY WITH GENTLE SPICESDumbed-Down
RiceCucumbers with limeHOT TEA INFUSED WITH CARDAMOMLEMON-GARLIC ROAST
SALMON ON NEW POTATOESSugar Snaps and Scallions with Coddled LettuceROSEMARY
FIGS WITH HONEYED FRESH CHEESENORTH SHORE SHRIMP SCAMPIScallion-Dill
PilafFARMHOUSE PANNA COTTADressing-in-a-Bowl Simple SaladDressing-in-a-Bowl Supper
SaladRibbons of Greens and Green Apple SaladProvençal Tuna SaladBig Tomato Sweet-Sour
SaladRipe Tomato Stack with Pine Nuts and MozzarellaSpring Grill of Asparagus and Scallion
SaladCrisp Cucumber Shrimp in Retro Goddess DressingAvocado Seafood Cocktail with
Bittersweet Chipotle DressingAsian-Style Chopped Salad on Lettuce SpearsThai Cantaloupe
Salad with ChileCabbage Slaw with Orange–Pumpkin Seed DressingLETTUCERaised for one
thing and one only, lettuce is a courtesan in her salad days. Under her fancy crinolines her
narrow feet are bound.>—Lorna Crozier, from The Blue Hour of the Day(McClelland & Stewart,
Ltd., 2007)It was June 1988 and I hadn’t seen a salad in eight days. I was traveling with several
other journalists in then Czechoslovakia. Those were the grand old days of Communism, when
meals were preprogrammed no matter where you went. There was cabbage, potatoes, and pork,
or cabbage, potatoes, and goose. We saw green lettuce in the fields but not on our plates. The
revolution finally came. As I recall it took the form of something like our declaring we’d march out
of the dining room en masse singing “God Bless America” if we didn’t get a salad. It
worked.Looking back on that trip, I realize that our salad revolt reflected how the American salad



had gone through a seismic shift well before the late ’80s. Salad used to be that mean-spirited
little bowl to the left of your dinner plate until, one day, the salad was heaped right onto the
dinner plate itself. It was the meal. As things stand now, Sally, me, and most of the country can’t
imagine life without salad, and for good or for ill, prebagged salad blends have turned on even
the hesitant salad maker.The recipes in this chapter embrace what salads have become and
can be. No other part of the meal invites improvisation the way salads do, so we’ve tried to give
you some basics—guides to dressings and greens—as well as some recipes that illustrate flavor
combinations from around the globe.DRESSING-IN-A-BOWL SIMPLE SALADServes 4 as a
side dish, and multiplies easily10 minutes prep timeOnce the salad is dressed, serve
immediatelyIn the hodgepodge world of the salad bar and the multiple-personality Caesar,
maybe we’ve forgotten the beauty of a simple bowl of greens. Glossed in a little good oil and
vinegar, it can approach the transcendental.Here is where you could start every night: salad
greens (before buying, decide which kinds by tasting a tiny leaf tip), cleaned and pristine, that
you dress right in the salad bowl.No need to mess another bowl making the dressing; do it right
over the salad. Trust yourself. Your eyes and your taste won’t fail you. Begin with a little oil, barely
coating the leaves, and then taste your way forward.1 big handful of your choice of salad greens
for each serving (12 to 16 ounces for 4 salad lovers)Light sprinklings of coarse salt and fresh-
ground black pepper2 to 4 tablespoons good-tasting oil (extra-virgin olive oil, or walnut, almond,
or hazelnut oil)1 to 3 tablespoons vinegar (red wine, white wine, cognac, sherry, or cider
vinegar)1. Wash and thoroughly spin-dry the greens. Tear them into bite-sized pieces, and pile
into a big salad bowl.2. Just before serving, sprinkle the greens with salt and pepper. Drizzle with
2 tablespoons of the oil, and toss to barely coat the leaves. Then toss with 1 tablespoon of the
vinegar.3. Taste for balance. Add more oil, vinegar, salt, or pepper as needed, but use a light
hand; you should still be able to taste the greens.4. Tossed salad waits for no man. Serve it while
it’s still standing up and saluting.Some inspired blends are mild Bibb with baby spinach and the
luxe winter splurge of Belgian endive with meaty yet delicate mâche. Take a look at the Taste
Guide to Salad Greens for more ideas.THE PURE AND THE VIRGINAL An Olive Oil GuideA
frequent question we get from callers and readers is “Why should I spend the extra money on
extra-virgin olive oil? Isn’t pure good enough? Is there really a difference?” The answer is always
the same: “There is a big difference. ‘Pure’ is not pure.”All the reasons you buy olive oil—the
nutrients, the absence of trans fats, and the flavor—are ensured only when olives are pressed
right after picking with absolutely no heat or chemicals. This is where the word “virgin” comes in.
That term on the label means the olives were pressed without heat and what the trade calls
“solvents” (i.e., chemicals). Here is what the language on olive oil containers
means:Demystifying Olive Oil Labels“Extra-Virgin” contains less than 0.8 percent acidity, which
makes it easy to digest, among other things. Extra-virgin is the purest expression of the olive in
all its nutritional and sensual glory. There is no guarantee of taste here; each brand of extra-
virgin will be different, but this is the one truly pure olive oil.“Virgin” olive oil can contain up to 2
percent acidity. You rarely see this oil, which is just as well.“Pure,” “Pomace,” or simply “Olive Oil”



on the label indicates an oil treated with chemicals and, in most cases, heat. These do not
belong in anyone’s kitchen.“Light” is marketing. This doesn’t mean fewer calories. It does mean
the oil is heavily filtered to remove flavor and color. Don’t bother with these, either.Spray Oils and
Refillable Spray Containers: Some spray oils are bolstered with chemicals and artificial flavors,
and all contain alcohol or propane to create the spray effect. Aside from the issue of additives,
every spray oil I have tasted leaves much to be desired. Simpler, and probably healthier, is to
moisten a paper towel with good-tasting oil and wipe it onto the surface you want to cook on.We
don’t recommend refillable oil spray containers either. They are difficult to clean thoroughly
between refills, so you end up with rancid oil permeating your fresh additions. Keep life simple:
stay with the bottle the oil comes in.How to Buy and Use Olive OilsOlive Oil Golden Rule #1:
Older is never better; flavors fade in a year. Premium extra-virgins demand hefty prices, so don’t
put your money down unless the label bears a harvest date (raccolta, annata di produzione in
Italian; cosechar, recoger in Spanish) and that date is less than a year ago. Most Northern
Hemisphere olives are harvested between October and January. Lamentably, they are usually
not available in stores until February or later.South-of-the-equator olive oils are the lifesavers for
us in the fall and winter months. It is ironic that at the very time we need to restock or find special
oils for gifts and festive cooking, the Northern Hemisphere’s oils are fading.Olive Oil Golden
Rule #2: Ignore rumors about not being able to cook with extra-virgin oil. It is true that heat will
slightly diminish the oil’s flavor, and that extra-virgin olive oil cannot tolerate extremely high
temperatures for any length of time, but the entire Mediterranean has cooked with extra-virgin
oils since before Christ. For health reasons alone, extra-virgin is the only olive oil that should
pass your lips. Our only caveat is that premium extra-virgin olive oils are expensive. So you might
want to save them for seasoning cooked dishes and use lower-priced extra-virgin oils for
cooking.Olive Oil Golden Rule #3: Light oxidizes olive oil, so buy dark bottles or boxed oils. Store
your oil away from light and heat.Olive Oil Golden Rule #4: Buy for flavor. If you don’t like an oil,
don’t use it no matter how highly rated it may be.Here are some oils we’ve
enjoyed:REASONABLY PRICED OLIVE OILS: These are good for cooking and for salads: Bella,
Carapelli, Cost Plus, Crespi, Costco’s Kirkland Toscano (a dated oil that changes in taste each
year), Whole Foods 365, Carli, Fabri, Colavita, Spectrum Naturals blends, and Sciabica from
California.PREMIUM OLIVE OILS: Consider these seasonings as much as dressings and
cooking oils. Use these oils as you would salt or pepper. They naturally break down into the
following flavor categories.Buttery and Gently Fruity: Spain’s Dauro de Aubocassa. Italy’s Roi
Carte Noire, Ardoino “Fructus,” Frantoio Borgomaro di Laura Marvaldi. And not as distinctive as
the previous, but decent, are Rainieri and Isnardi.Uses: Gentle oils shine with gentle dishes. Use
these oils wherever you would routinely dip into the butter dish.Simple fish recipes (Flash-
Roasted Trout on Green Herbs) and nearly any food that is poached or boiled.Bibb lettuce,
steamed mild greens, sugar snap peas, green beans, and the naturally sweet waxy-style
potatoes like Desiree, Yellow Finn, and Red Bliss take to these oils.Drizzle the oil over slices of
young cheeses or on Belgian Beer Bar Tartine, or blend it with grated Parmigiano-Reggiano



cheese and black pepper as a dip for spring vegetables.Dress the simplest of pastas with these
oils, like a late-night garlic and pepper (aglio olio) or ricotta and walnut sauce.The Pesto Oil: All
the Italian oils in this category come from northern Italy’s Liguria region, the home of pesto.
These oils are made often from a single olive, the taggiasca, which is picked ripe; hence the
buttery, soft quality. This is the olive oil that goes into the famous pesto because those qualities
complement rather than overwhelm the young sweet basil that local cooks like to use. The Quin-
tessential Pesto with Risotto recipe will reveal all.Fruity, Full-Flavored, with Some Pepper: Italy’s
Ravida, Laudemio Frescobaldi (both are favorite all-around oils), Pianogrillo Tonda Iblea, and
Olio Verde of Gianfranco Becchina. Spain’s Hermans Catalan 100% Arbequina, Pons Early
Harvest, and Baena Nuñez de Prado. Portugal’s Joana and João Oliveira High Ridge Orchard,
California’s Lila Jaeger, and Australia’s Yellingbo.Uses: These oils pair with foods that absorb
flavors, like potatoes and the entire bean family. They stand up to grilled meats, seafood, and
roasted vegetables. Italians love them drizzled over fresh cheeses and often finish simple
tomato-sauced pastas with them.Fuller-flavored seafood dishes (see Salmon Pan Roast),
straightforward grilled meats, and eggs like Pan-Crisped Deviled Eggs on French
Lettuces.Vegetables—assertive greens, potatoes, yams, the entire bean family from fresh to
canned. Look at Melting Greens, Wine-Braised Carrots, Green Beans with Lemon, Garlic, and
Parmigiano Gremolata, and Warm White Bean Salad with Fragrant Garlic and Rosemary.Pastas,
soups, grain and rice dishes— try with Chopping-Board Pistachio Pesto, whole-grain breads,
Farmhouse Minestrone, and Garlic--Cauliflower “Mashed Potatoes”.Robust, Peppery, and
Aggressive: Italy’s Castello di Ama, Capezzana, Castel di Lego, Trevi, Biondi Santi, Col d’Orcia,
Laudemio Poppiano, and Magni. Spain’s Almazara Luis Herrera, California’s McEvoy Ranch,
Australia’s Lakelands Olives’ “Frantoio” and their Special Reserve, New Zealand’s Moutere
Grove, and Argentina’s Armando Mansur.Uses: Think of these oils as the pepper and the
snappy spice of the olive oil world. Use them where you want to give a dish some extra snap.
Any dish with chiles, powerful wine sauces, and assertive vegetables takes to this oil as its final
seasoning.Vegetables and salads—try finishing spicy pastas, rices and grains, Ripe Tomato
Stack with Pine Nuts and Mozzarella, and Provençal Oven Onion Sauté.Meats—this is the style
of oil to use on grilled meats and big-flavored seafoods.A Taste Guide to Salad GreensYou can
reshape supper from night to night solely with what is in your salad bowl. Knowing salad greens
beyond iceberg, leaf lettuce, and romaine is akin to a do-it-yourselfer being handed a new set of
power tools. You gain so many options once you figure out what unfamiliar greens taste like.
Nibble on individual leaves in the bagged mixes and sample (discreetly) from the heads and
bunches you see in the market.For instance, bold greens cut through the richness of spice and
fat. They pair well with things like barbecued ribs, vindaloo takeout, hot and sweet wings, short
ribs, chili, and lasagne. The delicate ones are a foil for subtler dishes—roast chicken, vegetable
stews, and grills. Greens are beautiful simply dressed and eaten all by themselves.Here is a
sampling of the familiar and unfamiliar. First, try the unfamiliars on their own to get a sense of
what they are; then start mixing and matching.SubtleBibb lettuce, butter lettuce, leaf lettuce, and



iceberg (which is much maligned, but good for watery crunch).Mild and DistinctiveYoung beet
greens, baby chard, romaine, Kentucky limestone lettuce, Lollo Rossa, mâche (corn salad),
nasturtium leaves, lamb’s quarters, Chinese or napa cabbage, and baby bok choy.Standouts but
Not OverpoweringWatercress, chickweed, deer tongue, oak-leaf, baby mizuna, pea tops (also
known as pea shoots or pea leaves), perilla (also known as shiso), young amaranth, spinach,
purslane, water spinach, and arugula. (There are two types of arugula. The smaller, rougher-
leaved “wild” or “wall rocket” is preferred for its more peppery, less medicinal character.)Greens
with Punch or BiteBaby dandelion, young chrysanthemum leaves, Belgian endive, curly endive,
escarole, frisée, young kale, mature mizuna, young mustard, sorrel, Tuscan kale (lacinato), and
radicchio (small radicchio heads are particularly bitter, because they are actually older ones with
the rotting leaves trimmed away).DRESSING-IN-A-BOWL SUPPER SALADServes 415 minutes
prep timeOnce the salad is dressed, serve immediatelyPristinely simple side salads secretly
long to be wonderfully jumbled main-dish concoctions. Or at least it’s fun to think so.A supper
salad can be a thoughtfully articulated bowl of restraint or a gloriously messy gathering of things
you love. Think of the last few roasted vegetables or those lick-your-fingers-they’re-so-good pan
juices from the other night’s chicken: Warm them up and add them to the dressing. Supper
salads are blank canvases, and this recipe presents a flock of possible improvisations. Each one
gives you a one-of-a-kind dinner.½ medium red onion, thin sliced3 to 4 tablespoons good-
tasting vinegarSalt and fresh-ground black pepper2 tablespoons dark grainy mustard½ cup
canned chickpeas, kidney beans, or black beans, rinsed and drainedAbout 2 cups raw
vegetables (green tomatoes, cucumbers, broccoli, snow peas, corn, jicama, edamame, etc.),
chopped into bite-sized pieces if large2 tablespoons fresh mild herbs (basil, mint, coriander,
parsley); or 1 to 2 teaspoons fresh assertive herbs (thyme, rosemary, sage, tarragon)1 to 2 cups
soy foods or cooked meat, seafood, or poultry, chopped into bite-sized pieces2 heads salad
greens; or 2 packages prewashed greens of your choice (12 to 16 ounces total)4 to 6
tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil or almond, walnut, or hazelnut oil1. In a large salad bowl, stir
together the onion, 3 tablespoons of the vinegar, some salt and pepper, and the mustard. Add
the chickpeas, moistening them with the mixture. Let it stand for about 30 minutes while you set
the table.2. When you are ready to serve, add the vegetables, herbs, soy foods or meat, and
salad greens along with 4 tablespoons of the oil. Toss the salad together. Then taste, and adjust
the seasoning as you like with more oil, vinegar, salt, and/or pepper. Serve the salad while it is
still crisp.Kosher and other coarse salts bring an accent and a crunch to salads that fine-ground
salt cannot equal. Skip flavored oils and vinegars. Most are second-rate. It is much better to add
fresh flavorings to the greens.Supper SaladIMPROVISATIONSBegin improvising with the
Dressing-in-a-Bowl Supper Salad proportions, substituting the following suggestions for the
recipe’s ingredients.Cheddar/Craisin with Autumn Greens: Try shards of sharp cheddar and a
handful each of Craisins (dried sweetened cranberries) and salted sunflower seeds, tossed with
curly endive, baby spinach, and red-leaf lettuce. Apples are good in this mix, too.Sweet and Hot
Chicken Salad: Do an arranged salad by tossing 2 or 3 cups of cooked chicken with bottled Thai



sweet/hot chile sauce and crushed peanuts. Heap the blend on top of a mix of romaine, bean
sprouts, jicama chunks, and sliced scallions. Finish the salad with generous sprinkles of rice
vinegar and a little Asian sesame oil.Marseille Salad: Toss together mild and bold greens, two 6-
ounce cans of olive oil–packed tuna, and several tablespoons each of tapenade, chickpeas,
pickled onions, and roasted peppers.The Uptown Pear Salad: Show off a fruit balsamic vinegar
like fig or apple, or a European sweet fruit vinegar, by taking the supper salad in a different
direction. Rather than tossing everything together, slice 2 pears into long narrow wedges. Fan
them out on a big platter, and put a bundle of frisée or curly endive at the base of the fan.
Sprinkle everything lightly with the vinegar, a little olive oil, some coarse salt, and a few grindings
of pepper.Goat cheese, shavings of Gruyère or young sheep cheese, or salted almonds could
finish the salad.RIBBONS OF GREENS AND GREEN APPLE SALADServes 4 to 620 minutes
prep timeOnce it is dressed, serve the salad immediatelyChiffonade—a fussy concept, but it’s
amazing how slicing lettuce into thin strips impresses. People think you have worked for hours.
The trick is to stack the leaves, roll them into a tight cylinder, and cut them all at once.The
combination of crunch, sweet, and tart gives this salad its distinction. Picky little eaters in the
house? This one will win them over. For grown-ups, an addition of fresh goat cheese would
move this into the main dish category.1 medium red onion, cut into thin ringsPale green inner
leaves from 1 large head curly endive, frisée, or other tangy lettucePale green inner leaves from
1 large head escarole; or 1 small head oak-leaf lettuce or green radicchio1 small head red-leaf
or Bibb lettuce1 crisp apple, such as Granny Smith, Fuji, Pink Lady, or Braeburn, quartered,
cored (not peeled), and thin sliced cup whole salted almonds, coarse crushedSalt and fresh-
ground black pepper½ teaspoon dried basil2 to 3 tablespoons peppery extra-virgin olive oil1 to
2 tablespoons red wine or cider vinegar1. Place the onion in a bowl, add ice water to cover, and
refrigerate for 30 minutes.2. Wash and thoroughly dry the greens. Stack 4 leaves, roll them up
into a tight cylinder, and thin-slice crossways. Repeat with the remaining leaves. You’ll have fine
ribbons of salad. Put them in a large salad bowl, and add the apple slices and almonds.3. Just
before serving, drain the onion and pat dry. Sprinkle the greens with salt and pepper, the basil,
and the drained onion.4. At the table, toss the salad with enough oil to barely coat the greens,
about 2 tablespoons. Toss with vinegar to taste, starting with 1 tablespoon. Taste for balance,
making sure the vinegar is assertive but not harsh.Slightly underripe fruit shines here. Through
the summer replace the apple with peaches, nectarines, or plums. In fall and winter do grapes,
pears, or cooked quince.New Moms andBITTER GREENSDid you ever wonder why pregnant
women have such opinionated palates? Their legendary cravings for odd foods are only part of
what is happening to their bodies. One of our favorite guests, poet and naturalist Diane
Ackerman, shared a theory with us one day.She said there is scientific speculation that a
pregnant woman’s heightened ability to pick out bitter tastes during pregnancy is an evolutionary
alarm system. Many poisonous plants and fruits taste bitter, and our taste buds may be
designed to kick in at a heightened level when a woman is carrying a child, giving her extra
protection during those vital months—an early warning system at its very best.Another piece of



science speculates that this explains infants’ innate love of sweet flavors. In nature, sweet is
safe.A Natural History of the SensesBy Diane Ackerman (Vintage, 1991)PROVENÇAL TUNA
SALADServes 4 or, more truthfully, 215 minutes prep timeHolds for 2 to 3 days in the
refrigeratorLazy summers in the south of France—that is what this salad tastes like, and it gets
better with time. Chunks of olive, fresh lemon, onion, capers, and tomato all come together to
prove that a can of tuna can become a majestic thing.Dill is the surprise. You’d think this reticent
herb from the cold north wouldn’t belong here. Perhaps it’s Scandinavian stoicism at work, but
dill corrals together all these raucous children of the Mediterranean in a way no other herb could.
Without it, the salad isn’t anywhere near as interesting.Three 6-ounce cans water-packed
albacore tuna, thoroughly drained1 cup halved grape tomatoes½ cup whole Kalamata or
Niçoise olives, preferably pitted3 heaping tablespoons drained capers¼ cup chopped red
onion¼ to ½ light-packed cup chopped fresh dill leaves½ cup extra-virgin olive oil½ cup fresh
lemon juice (about 1½ large lemons)Salt and fresh-ground black pepper1. Turn the drained tuna
into a large bowl, and break it into chunks with a fork. Fold in the tomatoes, olives, capers, red
onion, and fresh dill. Pour in the olive oil and lemon juice. Add salt and pepper to taste; toss to
blend.2. If time allows, let stand at cool room temperature for about an hour. This salad was
destined to top thick slices of rugged, grainy bread, and salad greens love it,
too.VariationMEDITERRANEAN CHICKPEA SALADBefore adding any of the ingredients, rub a
split garlic clove over the inside of your serving bowl. Make the salad as described above,
replacing the tuna with 2 cans of chickpeas, drained and rinsed, and replacing the dill with ½
light-packed cup of torn fresh basil leaves. Over the salad grate the zest from one quarter of an
organic orange, and blend the ingredients together. (Grating the zest directly over a dish ensures
that the fragrant oils from the orange will fully perfume it.)VariationRUSTIC MARINATED
CHEESE SALADAs easily as picking up a couple of cans of tuna, you can pick up some
cheeses in the supermarket—which will take this salad in another direction. For this salad,
combine mild farmer’s cheese with something with a bit more personality, like Asiago or a mild
feta, cut into ¾-inch cubes. You will need about 2 cups.Begin the recipe by rubbing the inside of
your serving bowl with a split garlic clove. Make the salad as described above, replacing the tuna
with the combination of cheeses. Use any fresh green herb—dill, basil, flat-leaf parsley, thyme,
or rosemary. Add the herb to taste, as some herbs are stronger than others. The longer you
marinate the cheese in the dressing, the more character it takes on.THE VINEGAR MANLeaf
through this book and it will be obvious how much we love vinegar—but not as much as one of
our most beguiling guests, the Vinegar Man.Lawrence Diggs is the brains and the inspiration
behind Vinegar Connoisseurs International and the International Vinegar Museum on Main
Street in that crossroads of a million private lives, Roslyn, South Dakota. Go there to taste
vinegars made from all kinds of plants, see paper made from vinegar, and partake in the mother
of all vinegar contests.This may be the most overlooked culinary hot spot in the U.S.A.
Admission: adults $2, 18 and under $1, with instant scholarships for those too broke to pay. Tell
Lawrence The Splendid Table sent you. And if you can’t make it to South Dakota, go to .The Do-



It-Yourself DRESSING KITLabels on bottled salad dressing can read like high school chemistry
projects. Get additives off your plate with one easy foundation dressing that takes you wherever
you want to go. Simply combine good olive oil and vinegar with salt, pepper, and our “secret”
ingredient (see below). Use the dressing as is or as the foundation for new dressings. With this
basic formula and its variations, you can replicate (we think surpass) the entire dressing shelf at
the supermarket.BASIC VINAIGRETTE DRESSINGMakes 2½ to 3 cups dressingKeeps up to 2
weeks in a cool, dark placeJohn Willoughby, executive editor of Gourmet magazine and a fine
cook, gave us an insight into salad dressing that we now rely on constantly. Believe it or not,
adding a tiny amount of Asian fish sauce to your dressings elevates the flavors as if by magic.
You won’t really taste it, but it will bring all the flavors into sharper focus. Be sure not to tell. Most
people associate fish sauce with smelly socks.We have since learned that this technique is a
favorite of chefs and a prime example of working with umami, an element known as “the fifth
taste.” Umami is that almost indescribable savoriness you find in some foods. Umami pumps up
flavors; it opens up the character of individual ingredients and somehow melds them together.
Other umami-packed foods include soy sauce, anchovies, red wine, certain mushrooms,
Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese, and tomatoes.When you think about it, nearly everything tastes
better with the ingredients on that list. So when a dish doesn’t quite come together, give it a little
umami. Here is how to do it with salad dressing.¾ cup good-tasting wine vinegar (or one-third
balsamic and two-thirds wine or cider vinegar)1½ to 2 cups good-tasting extra-virgin olive oil⅛
to ¼ teaspoon Asian fish sauce (nam pla or nuoc nam)Coarse salt and fresh-ground black
pepperCombine the vinegar, olive oil, and fish sauce in a glass jar. Shake to blend. Taste for
vinegar/oil balance, and add salt and pepper to taste. Each vinegar and oil will be different, so
trust your judgment in adding what is needed. Shake the dressing before using it.THE
DRESSING COLLECTIONMake these up as you need them and store any excess in the
refrigerator for up to 24 hours, no longer.Fresh Herb: Blend into ½ cup Basic Vinaigrette
Dressing: 1 minced garlic clove, 6 to 7 torn fresh basil leaves, 6 torn fresh oregano leaves, and
about ⅛ cup snipped fresh chives or chopped scallion tops.Creamy Italian: Make the Fresh Herb
Dressing, then add to it a generous ¼ cup of fresh-grated Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese, 2
generous tablespoons mayonnaise, and 1 generous tablespoon sour cream.Blue Cheese:
Combine ½ cup Basic Vinai- grette Dressing, ¼ cup crumbled blue cheese, and 1 tablespoon
minced onion. If you add a little heavy cream, you have a creamy blue.French Mustard: Stir
together ½ cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing, 2 tablespoons dark mustard, 1 large minced shallot,
and 1 packed teaspoon chopped fresh tarragon leaves.Summer Tomato: In a food processor
combine  cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing with 6 fresh basil leaves, 4 sprigs fresh coriander, the
tip of a fresh jalapeño chile, ⅛ of a sweet onion, and 2 large, good-tasting tomatoes (cored but
not peeled). Blend until the mixture is nearly smooth. Let the dressing stand for 20 minutes
before using.Honey Mustard: Stir together ½ cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing, 3 tablespoons dark
spicy mustard, 1 minced garlic clove, 1 to 2 tablespoons honey, and 2 tablespoons
mayonnaise.Fresh Ranch: Combine ¼ cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing,  cup buttermilk, and ¼



cup mayonnaise with 1 minced garlic clove and 1 tight-packed teaspoon each of fresh parsley
leaves, basil leaves, and scallion tops, all chopped together.Roasted Almond and Sweet
Pepper: Blend in a food processor ½ cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing, ½ small garlic clove, 1
tablespoon chopped onion, ½ cup whole salted almonds, ½ cup roasted sweet peppers (jarred
peppers work well here), and fresh lemon juice to taste. Finish the dressing with 2 generous
tablespoons plain whole-milk yogurt.Creamy Sweet-Sour Dill: Blend in a food processor ½ cup
Basic Vinaigrette Dressing, ¼ cup heavy cream, 2 teaspoons chopped onion,  tight-packed cup
fresh dill leaves, 1 tablespoon dark spicy mustard, and 1 to 2 teaspoons sugar. Taste the
dressing to balance the sweet-tart flavor with more vinegar, mustard, or sugar.Moroccan
Chermoula: In a food processor combine ½ cup Basic Vinaigrette Dressing,  tight-packed cup
fresh coriander leaves, 1 large garlic clove, 1 teaspoon ground cumin, 1½ teaspoons medium-
hot paprika or medium-hot pure chile powder, and fresh lemon juice to taste. Process until the
herbs are finely chopped. Let it mellow for 20 minutes before using.BIG TOMATO SWEET-
SOUR SALADServes 4 to 610 minutes prep time; 5 minutes stove timeDressing can be
prepared up to a week ahead and refrigerated. Serve the salad immediately after dressing
it.Straight from nineteenth-century American cookbooks, these big chunks of green tomatoes
and ripe beefsteaks bathed in a warm, garlicky sweet-sour dressing can stand on their own, top
greens, or make a potato-tomato salad you can’t stop eating. Bacon fat was favored in this
recipe 150 years ago; olive oil works today.My pet theory that sweet-and-sour is a universal
panacea for any dish proved true when we tested this recipe with so-so red winter tomatoes.
Make extra dressing; you will use it up in homemade coleslaw, cooked yams, broccoli, and
shrimp or salmon salad.DRESSING1 cup cider vinegar½ cup extra-virgin olive oil or bacon fat1
medium red onion, thin sliced lengthwise into long stripsSalt and fresh-ground black pepper
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Mary C., “The authors deliver on the promise of presenting recipes for easy, accessible,
affordable, and delicious weeknight suppers. I think the authors say it best: "Never
underestimate the healing power of macaroni and cheese at the end of a day from hell."Both
authors, partners in The Splendid Table's highly-regarded radio productions, including years of
"Weeknight Kitchen" podcasts, consider weeknight cooking both a family necessity and a
pleasure, a respite from the pressures of long workdays. Their delight comes across in every
recipe with informative headnotes explaining why the dish is special. Tips about ingredients,
equipment, or technique abound in almost every recipe and on almost every page.Moreover,
dozens of mini-tutorials are scattered throughout: everything from a guide to olive oils (with
brand names!) to surfing the Indian grocery. The Kindle formatting is excellent: everything is
clickable: TOC to chapter headings, chapter title pages to recipes, embedded recipes and
Index. Some, but not most, recipes have color photos. There is an "Essential Equipment"
chapter.Ingredients are extremely accessible to anyone with a good supermarket (even to me,
with an itty-bitty grocery store in the middle of nowhere) or who amazons ingredients such as
tamarind concentrate. Although the authors make their own stocks, these recipes call for
canned/boxed for soups--and they taste-tested a few dozen brands of chicken and vegetable
broth ("every broth we could find in our area") and tell us which brand names they preferred and
those they did not--and then tell us exactly how to improve them by adding a few ingredients.
Thank you! They use canned beans and admit to using take-out chicken. They taste-tested 28
brands of canned tomatoes, both whole and diced, and tell us the brand names of their winners.
They call for frozen puff pastry and boxed pasta (again, giving us their favorite brand names).
They occasionally suggest substitutions. The types of seafood are readily available.Recipes
are, as promised, simple and straightforward. For example, "Oven-Crisped Pork, Peppers, and
Greens" cuts down cooking time by cutting up pork or lamb into smaller pieces before roasting.
There are a lot of recipes here: I counted 102 basic recipes plus many more with the variations
and improvisations that are frequently suggested.My one quibble with the book is that the
stated "prep" times (typically 5-15 minutes) are understated given the number of ingredients
needed to be peeled, chopped, sliced, scrubbed, zested, pitted, juiced, dried, and/or toasted. I
counted at least a dozen recipes for which this appears to be true.However, I'm not nicking a star
because the active times are still very short and perfectly workable for a weeknight meal: who
cares if 5 minutes is actually 15? I made the "Almond-Turmeric Potatoes" -- which were
delicious and lived up to the authors' appeal that "if you cook no other potato recipe in your
lifetime, you must try this one." I carefully timed my prep, worked as fast as I could (I'm fast), and
did nothing extraneous (just threw peels etc. into the sink instead of the trash) and the "5
minutes" turned out to be 12-15, depending on whether I included the intermittent peeking and
shaking called for by the recipe. The dish took 58 minutes from start to finish, not 5 minutes prep
+ 20 minutes stove, but both the active and elapsed time are still very workable for a weeknight,



and the leftovers were spectacular with scrambled eggs the next morning.So many cookbooks
promise easy, everyday weeknight meals and then fail to deliver, presenting time-consuming
recipes, impossible-to-find or expensive fresh ingredients, or all of the above. Not "How to Eat
Supper." The authors not only present exactly what we hope to find in terms of recipes, but it's a
great cover-to-cover read for anyone who loves to cook and wants to soak up all of their
extremely valuable tips.”

Pamk, “Very appealing recipes. While the recipes are quite good, the page design and layout are
irritatingly busy. Distracting enough that one does not always feel like browsing through the book.”

MackerelSky, “Great and easy recipes, but TOO MUCH TALK!. This is a splendid book of
terrificly doable recipes. I am trying to cook my way through the whole book. I haven't finished
yet, but everything I tried so far (and there are many), turned out to be a great recipe, worked out
exactly it was described. what I like about the meals is their simplicity, focus on nutritional value,
and ease of execution. There are fresh twists to some old timers. I also like the variations offered
for most recipes. This is a great idea and if you like a recipe, you can go for a different version
next time.I have two problems with the book. One issue I have is the endless chatter and know-it-
all attitude that sometimes gets over the top, for me. This attitude is also mirrored visually in the
design and the dizzying typesetting used throughout.The second issue is the estimated prep
and cook times given for each recipe. In some cases, these times are vastly understated. For
example, Lemon-Garlic Roast Salmon on New Potatoes (p. 220) calls for 10 to 12 potatoes.
These need to be peeled and thinly sliced. Total prep time given for the recipe is 10 minutes. I
guess one needs to be working at robot speed and accuracy to reach this ideal. Another one
that made me laugh was Crisp Brick-Fried Chicken (a time honored Italian way of cooking
chicken with weights on top is attributed here to Sally Schneider). Prep time 10 minutes, stove
time 30 minutes. And, Sally is quoted as saying: "You can have a cocktail and put the rest of your
meal together, as your home fills with a lovely fragrance." What's left out of this relaxed picture is
1 hr. clean up time afterwards of all the splatter.Overall, I would recommend it for all its positives.”

J. R. Salazar, “Useful & fun - just like their radio program. As a fan of The Splendid Table weekly
radio program, I was very curious about how the same style of information would be made into
written form, so ordered this book. I really like that the recipes focus on dinner, or lunch, menus,
instead of just trying to cover every type of recipe (for that type of cookbook, I recommend
Bittman's How To Cook Everything - fabulous in it's own way). And most of the recipes look full of
flavors, AND can be made ahead of time and served reheated, or at room temperature (a real
boon for families!). We actually made the delicious Warm Bean with Rosemary dish, and the
Oven Roasted Onion dishes for our 3 year olds birthday party, and they were both great hits w/
kids and adults alike! And though not encyclopedic, all of the recipes look very tasty, and not
difficult to make. And one last reason I like this book - the recipes are typed out in a larger, very



clear type face, which makes it so much easier to read when you're busy in the kitchen reading
the recipe while cooking it. Bravo Ms. Kasper and Ms. Swift!”

Dora L. Davison, “Not just for those who love to cook.... I have been a fan of Lynne Rosetto
Kasper's show The Spendid Table on NPR for many years and was thrilled when I heard about
her new cookbook "The Splendid Table's How to Eat Supper: Recipes,Stories, and Opinions
from Public Radio's Award Winning Food Show." The book more than lives up to its title. The
illustrations of the food are so wonderful that I practically wanted to lick the pages. The recipes
are well written and I think that novice cooks as well as more experienced ones will find them
easy to follow. Most of the recipes come with variations on a theme or you might call the recipes
more of a method and once learned, the cook can riff on it to one's heart's content.The stories
are wonderful,too. I even like to read the opinions and boy, are there some opinions voiced in the
book. The reader may not always agree but at least the opinions are well backed up. I would
recommend this book to anyone who loves food and loves to eat. Buy it and give it to your
friends. (By the way I am not related to either of the authors but if they would like to adopt me or
even cook a meal or two for me, I would not refuse!)”

Broacher, “Money talks. Chocolate sings.. Disclosure: I'm a long time fan of the NPR show. If you
are as well, you may read this in Lynne Rossetto Kasper's voice like I did! But that's a reassuring
thing. And that's what I look for in a great cookbook.Wonderful stories, tidbits, techniques, tips,
history. Thoroughly enjoyed the read, and have tried several of the techniques and nicely guided
recipes. All awesome so far.My favourite of the many included quotable quotes? "Money talks.
Chocolate sings."This book is chocolate.”

I. Miller, “Lynne and Sally know good food.... I love all of the Splendid Table's cookbooks but
especially this one. The short and manageable menus on the inside covers are a great help
when stuck with what to serve with the main item. And the basic recipes come with seasonal
changes such as the basic risotto with spring, summer, fall and winter ideas. Lynne and Sally
have a wicked sense of humour also. A cookbook that feels good in the hand and works in the
kitchen every time.”

The book by Alison Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 152 people have provided feedback.
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